HONORING OUR TRANS COMMUNITY
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Rimi Anjali (she/they)

Anjali Rimi(Koka)(Pronouns:She/They) thrives in community showing up as a leader driving accountability for Trans Justice. Keeping connected to her South Asian roots, she co-founded Parivar, South Asian Trans and GNC-centered Queer Trans Social collective.

Rimi has extensive experience in holding workshops, training sessions and speaking engagements that stand authentic to her living experience as A Brown Trans Woman of Color, A South Asian person, A rape survivor, An immigrant, A diversity leader and A daughter. She is a social awareness performer of dance, poetry and spoken word. She is fluent in English, Telugu, Hindi and Urdu while proficient in French. Rimi has vast international experience of cultural and regional norms having lived in over 11 cities across India, Canada and America.

Her undeterred ask is to accept Trans identities as equal individuals, capable of holding jobs, degrees, relationships and dignified lives.

SUPPORT AND TURN UP FOR TRANS LIVES.
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